
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1st Quarter 2018 

 
News From The Board 
Whew…….WP1 has been busy……. 
Back Wall Project: 
The 7 stack is complete. 
The 6 stack: Most of the deck coatings have been complete. Working through final punch list. We have 
also utilized this stage to access the 5 stack with 2 crews. Once all punch list items are completed the stage 
will be moved to the final drop at the 1 stack. 
The 5 stack: The texture has been applied to all of the ceiling concrete repairs, and primed. The crews 
have begun painting which will be followed by deck coatings, and final walkthrough 
 The 4 stack: We have been hard at re-pouring concrete when the weather has permitted. We 
have repaired a lot deck and the material is not an easy task to move to this area. Everything must be 
carried up a ladder to the pool roof to then be loaded to the stages. We will be continuing to gain ground 
in preparation for coating systems. 
7-6 exterior wall- complete 
6-5 exterior wall-complete 
4-5 exterior wall- stucco complete, paint has been completed. 
3-4 exterior wall- stucco complete, paint has been completed. 
3-2 exterior wall- we will begin this once we have caught up from the time lost due to unforeseen 
obstacles. 
1-2 exterior wall- we will be hanging the stage for this drop immediately following 6 stack completions  

 
Fireplace Project:   
During the demolition of the ocean wall, obvious damage was visible to the chimney flues. The damage 
reflected holes in the flues. The board recommended we have an expert review these and provide 
opinions. 
 This leaves the owners with several options and the board would like your opinion:  
1. Do we get a quote to replace and repair all the chimney flues so they can be log burning? a. It could 
be over $5,000 + per unit and require another assessment of the owners who want a working fireplace. 
We do not have a quote at this time. This is a working guesstimate. This would be at each owner’s 
expense. Steve is getting budget pricing to more accurately define the cost.  
2. Do we seal the chimney caps and no longer allow wood fires? a. Owners can still have ventless electric 
fireplaces b. We know a source of the ocean wall problem is the chimney leaks. This needs to be fixed. c. 
We have an owner who has taken out the fireplace and either added drywall or had a TV cabinet built. 
The cost was between $800-$1,200 depending on how you design it.  



3. If we do #2, we can look into turning the chimney closet into an owner’s storage closet. Water Pointe 
II recently did this. We do not have a cost but we can investigate. a. Capped the chimneys b. Added 
concrete board for the floors c. Built dividing walls where necessary d. Cut off the flues in the closets e. 
Repaired the drywall hole in the closet We will be sending all owners a questionnaire in the next few 
weeks to get your opinion as to options and to see if there is any kind of consensus. If there is we will do 
more investigation as to costs.  
At this time, all fireplaces must not be used by ORDER of the FIRE MARSHALL. 

Please full email on our WP1 Website. 
 
Spectrum Updates: 
The conversion to Spectrum in our building is moving forward. According to 
Spectrum the full conversion will take place in the Spring (April or May). Many of 
us have begun to prepare for this conversion. Some of the process has been 
smooth, some not so much. So thanks to Randy House who has done much of the 
leg work information….here are some tips that everyone needs to follow.  

1. Set up your account over the phone with Spectrum by calling 1-800-892-
4357. Start by giving your name, address, and unit number. MAKE SURE you 
tell them that this is a BULK ACCOUNT for WP1. 

2. Or you can go into the Spectrum Office on Main Street North Myrtle Beach. 
3. Here in a nut shell are the terms of our agreement with Spectrum that you 

should be aware of. When you go into the Spectrum Office….. 
                 You should receive 2 big boxes for 2 TV’s in your unit. These big  
                  Boxes get about 120 channels. You will not be charged for these 
                  Boxes. 
                  If you want or need any additional boxes for additional TV’s, make  
                  sure Spectrum gives a little box(s) that are called digital adaptors or  
                  converters.                                            
                  These little boxes get about 70 channels and will cost you $4.99 a  
                  month plus tax so $5.39. MAKE sure you verify this with the person 
                  giving you these boxes.     
4. If you rent your unit, MAKE sure you have Spectrum DISABLE any capability 

of ordering any additional channels, movies, boxing matches, etc.  
MAKE sure Spectrum puts on your account a ZERO DOLLAR SPENDING 
LIMIT to ensure that no one can order anything additional. You surely DO 
Not want to be surprised by having your renters order stuff and then you  
having to pay for it.  

5. Spectrum will give you all the necessary cables to install your boxes. 
6. If you can’t get your boxes to work, call Spectrum and they will send out a 

Tech to get you up and running.     



          If anyone has ANY QUESTIONS, please don’t hesitate to email me at 
          jalbejoy@yahoo.com or Randy at randyhouse@gmail.com 

 
 
Homeowner News 
Our deepest condolences to the family on the untimely death of Scott Pruitt. 
Our thoughts and prayers are with you. 
 
Congratulations to Sue Schafer’s granddaughter Krystal on her upcoming 
wedding. She will wed her long time boyfriend Tyson Ellerbe on September 22. 
The wedding will take place in Georgetown SC on the beach. Congratulations to 
Krystal and Tyson. 
 
Welcome to new owners Michael and Jennifer Edwards. 
 
Editors Commentary 
This year has been very busy at WP1 in terms of the many projects that are going 
on at the same time: the back wall, the fireplaces, and the conversion to 
Spectrum. Our HOA Board and Alternates have spent many hours on these 
projects all to the betterment of OUR building. 
While some decisions have been met with some discourse and at times opinions 
may have varied, the BOD has worked extremely hard moving these projects 
along. This Editor thanks All for their input and more over a HUGE thank you to 
our BOD.  
Joyce Jalbert, Editor  
 
North Myrtle Beach Happenings 
Saint Patricks Day Festival March 17 Main Street.  
        Parade begins at 9am. Festival runs from 11-4. 
Easter Egg Hunt March 31 Mclean Park 10am 
Diva Half Marathon & 5K Race May 6 Ocean Blvd & 1st Ave 
Mayfest on Main. May 12 10-6 
 
Did you know????? 
Myrtle Beach is home to the Myrtle Beach Pelicans Baseball Team. 
The Pelicans are a Minor League Class A Advanced affiliate of the Chicago Cubs. 

mailto:jalbejoy@yahoo.com


Wouldn’t it be fun to take the family out to a ball game? The ballpark is located at 
1251 21st Ave. Go to pelicans.com for schedule. 
 
Inspirational Words To Live By 
        The ocean stirs the heart 
         Inspires the imagination 
         And brings eternal joy to the soul. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted by 
Joyce Jalbert 
 
 
 
 
 


